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 Watch: San Francisco is on lockdown as police seek man who triggered “active shooter” alert “He’s taken hostages; we need to
take him out”. Watch: San Francisco is on lockdown as police seek man who triggered “active shooter” alert “He’s taken

hostages; we need to take him out”. The San Francisco shooting is latest in a string of “active shooter” alerts in California. Police
say an armed man was shot by an officer, who has been placed on routine administrative leave. As San Francisco, California’s

Department of Public Health said the city’s emergency operations centre was receiving multiple reports of a possible shooting at
the city’s Pier 39 shopping district on Friday morning. The active shooter alert was issued at around 10.25 am local time (11.25
am ET). The alert was later lifted. San Francisco police officers had reportedly encountered the suspect in the area, but the man

took hostages, prompting a lockdown. According to several witnesses on the scene, the man took hostage people working at
several stores in the area, where a handgun was visible. The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) said its Transbay

Terminal and Warm Springs/South Fremont stations were closed as a safety precaution. BART says it is currently investigating a
series of alerts that went out throughout the Transbay and Warm Springs stations that are possibly connected. Watch: San

Francisco is on lockdown as police seek man who triggered “active shooter” alert “He’s taken hostages; we need to take him
out”. Watch: San Francisco is on lockdown as police seek man who triggered “active shooter” alert “He’s taken hostages; we

need to take him out”. Witnesses have reported hearing several gunshots and then seeing an apparent police shootout in the city’s
popular Pier 39 shopping district. The police officer who shot the suspect has been placed on routine administrative leave. San

Francisco Police Department (SFPD) said there is no further threat at this time. BART said it was investigating a series of alerts
that went out throughout the Transbay and Warm Springs stations that are possibly connected. As many as three people were
seen running from the scene and authorities are reporting at least one victim. The San Francisco Police Department said one

person was taken into custody and a weapon 82157476af
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